Abstract-This paper deals with nonlinear states and parameters estimation of a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) without mechanical sensors. In the proposed method, a change of coordinates is established in order to transform the PMSM system into an observer form which enables us to apply an adaptive or a high gain observer. Then the load torque, rotor speed and some parameters can be estimated from both measurable currents and voltages. The efficiency of the proposed methods is illustrated by the simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronous motor is widely used in industry, particulary in energy and transport. It must not only be reliable, but also have an optimum performance which are strongly dependent on its control and the access to measurements and parameters.
Enhancing the performance of control and fault monitoring requires accurate estimation of state variables and identification of parameters. Numerous observer strategies are developed to estimate the states and the parameters of PMSM, such as adaptive observer [1] , [2] , sliding mode observer [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and Extended Kalman filter [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . Recently in [11] , [12] an adaptive interconnected observer has been proposed. This paper presents a new method to design nonlinear observer for PMSM. The strategy is based on constructing an extended output depending observer normal form through a change of coordinates [13] , which enables us to apply the existing observers in the literatures, such as those presented in [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] .
The approach of observer normal form has been set up in [18] for a varying time and in [19] for an invariant time single output nonlinear dynamical system. Then, it has been adopted for the multiple outputs case in [20] , [21] . After that, several relevant algorithms have been developed in [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . Besides, another interesting form, the so-called depending output observer normal form, was introduced by [30] , and then was improved in [31] and [32] . The most recent normal form, called extended nonlinear observer normal form due to [33] , allows us to enlarge the class of observer normal forms. It has been generalized by [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] . The idea of the last form is to add an auxiliary dynamics into the original system such that the augmented system fulfills existing conditions which gang.zheng@inria.fr guarantee a transformation of the studied system into an extended normal form. On the other hand, this observer normal form constitutes a very powerful tool to solve the problem of simultaneous estimation of states and parameters [19] , [14] .
The paper is organized as follows: Firstly, the observer form is presented in Section II. In Section III, a change of coordinates which transforms the PMSM model into observer form is proposed. In Section IV, the load torque and rotor speed are estimated when parameters are considered as known. The case of simultaneous estimation of states variables and the unknown parameters is considered in Section V. Finally, simulation results and conclusion are discussed in the last section.
II. BACKGROUND ON NONLINEAR EXTENDED OBSERVER NORMAL FORMS
In this section, a brief overview on the extended observer normal form is provided. We consider a multi-output nonlinear system in the following form:
where x ∈ U ⊆ R n represents the state and y ∈ R p denotes the outputs. We assume that the vectors field f and the output function h are sufficiently smooth.
Also, it is assumed that the pair (h, f ) satisfies the observability rank conditions, thus the 1-forms θ i = dL
th Lie derivative of the output h in the direction of the vector field f , and d is the differential operator.
Under the above assumptions, theoretically the state can be estimated as x = σ(y,ẏ, ..., y n−1 ) where σ is a function which can be determined from the dynamics of system (1). However, it has been established that the use of successive output derivatives amplifies the noise in the measurement. Therefore, the observer design is a powerful tool to address the state estimation problem. To do so, in the case of nonlinear system, the transformation into observer form is used for which the observer design is relatively straightforward.
Consider the nonlinear system (1), we seek a one dimensional auxiliary dynamicsẇ = η(y, w) so that the following extended dynamical system:
might be transformed through a change of coordinates (ξ T , ζ) T = φ(x, w) into the following extended output depending observer form:
where ζ ∈ R, w ∈ R is an extra-output, C = [0, ..., 0, 1], and
where α i (y, w) = 0, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n are functions depending only on the output y and the extra-output w. The normal form given by (5)- (7) allows to apply a high gain observer [15] .
III. PMSM MODEL
The model of PMSM [39] is described by a set of differential equations in (d − q) reference frame as follows:
where Ω, i d , i q are the rotor speed, the d and q-axis currents, respectively, u d and u q are the d and q-axis voltages, respectively, T l is the load torque, R s is the winding stator resistance, L s is the stator winding inductance, φ f is the magnet flux, p is the number of the pair poles, J is the rotor moment inertia, and f v is the viscous friction coefficient. In the rest of the of this paper, it is assumed
reference frame are chosen as the measurement vectors such that :
A. Change of coordinates
In the following, two reduced observer forms can be constructed from the outputs y 1 = i d and y 2 = i q . The first one is realized with the dynamics of Ω and i d , the second one is realized with the dynamics of Ω and i q .
1) Observer normal form by using a rotor mechanical speed dynamics (x 1 = Ω) and stator curent (x 2 = i d ): Let us consider dynamics given in (9), (10), (12) and (13) as a subsystem:
.
The change of coordinates
where
and κ(w) is a function to be determined, transforms the dynamical system given by (14)- (15) into following observer form:
The differential of (16) with respect to t gives:
Thus, we obtain:
Moreover, the differential of equation (17) gives
Consequently:
2) Observer normal form by using a rotor mechanical speed dynamics (x 1 = Ω) and stator current (x 3 = i q ): Let us consider another subsystem constructed by the dynamics given by (9) and (11) such that:
The following change of coordinates
where . w = η = − fv J κ(w) and κ(w) is a function to be determined, transforms the system given by (20) - (21) into following observer form:
ξ1 − Rs Ls y2 + 1 Ls uq (25) Proof: The differential of the change of coordinates (22) gives:
Also, the differential of change of coordinates (23) gives
Remark 1: Both the systems given by the dynamical equations (18)- (19) and (24)- (25) are obviously observable with simple appropriate structure, thus we can easily use the existing observers in the literature to estimate the states. [15] .
IV. HIGH GAIN OBSERVER
In this section, the load torque T l and rotors speed Ω are estimated when the parameters φ f , L s , R s are assumed to be known and the load torque T l is considered as constant piecewise function. It is easy to see, with the dynamics (24) and (25), one can obtain the following output depending observer form: . The above form allows us to apply the high gain observer presented in [15] as follows:
If we set e =ξ − ξ to be the observation error, then we see that its dynamics is governed by the following equation:
If y and w are bounded, then the observation error dynamics is exponentially stable by well choosing ρ.
Remark 2: The rotor position can be estimated by integrating the rotor speed with the knowledge of the initial rotor position [6] .
A. Simulation results with high gain observer
The efficiency of the previous approach to estimates the load torque and speed rotor is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . 
V. ADAPTIVE OBSERVER
In this section, the parameters φ f , L s , R s are assumed to be unknown and T l is considered as constant piecewise function. In what follows, we are going to estimate the load torque T l , the rotor speed Ω, magnet flux φ f , stator inductance L s , and stator resistance R s of PMSM, by applying the adaptive observer [14] , [16] and [17] . For this, let us consider the system composed by the dynamics . T l = 0, (18) and (19) , then one obtains the following observer normal form:
ds . The above system can be written in the following form:
where The dynamical system given by (27) is in adaptive observer form (with affine states and parameters) which enables to estimate the states and the parameters by using the adaptive observer.
Similarly to [17] and [16] , it is assumed as well that there exist positive constants α, β, T such that
where Ψ is the transition matrix for the following system:
and Σ is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Then, based on the results in [14] , [16] , [17] , the following system:
Λ =
is an exponential adaptive observer for the nonlinear system (27) , where ρ x and ρ θ are positive constants.
A. Simulation results with adaptive observer
In this subsection, the efficiency of the proposed approach to estimate both state variables and parameters of PMSM has been verified. The technical data for PMSM model used in simulations is given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, Fig.  6 , Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively show the estimations of the load torque, the speed rotor, the magnet flux, the stator resistance and the winding inductance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The estimation of the states and parameters of PMSM has been presented. By adding an extra-output dynamics to PMSM model, one can deduce a change of coordinates which can transform the PMSM into an observer form. It was further shown that such a form allows us to apply successfully an adaptive or a high gain observer. 
